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ABSTRACT
This communication reports the investigation of the pH effects on the
interaction of a well-known lung surfactant, Dipalmitoylphosphatidyl-
choline (DPPC) with water soluble highly fluorescent dye Rhodamine B
(RhB) in complex Langmuir monolayers at the air–water interface. The
ionic nature of DPPC changes with the pH of the subphase in the Lang-
muir trough.At sufficiently lowpH it becomes cationicwhereas at higher
pH it can be presented with a negative net charge and at normal pH it is
zwitterionic. Being zwitterionic, RhB molecules can interact with DPPC
at normal and higher pH, whereas at lower pH the interaction becomes
less probable. This has been investigated in details at the air–water inter-
face in Langmuir trough as well as in Langmuir Blodgett (LB) film by
employing surface pressure versus area per molecule (π–A) isotherms,
compressibility study, in-situ Fluorescence Imaging Microscopy (FIM),
UV-vis absorption spectroscopy and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
study.

Introduction

The bottom-up approach is inherent in biological structures and is responsible for the forma-
tion of complex functional architectures starting frommolecular entities. In this perspective,
the study of Langmuir monolayer at the air–water interface and consequent fabrication of
Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) films proceed as to yield the controlled formation of micro- and
nano-scopic surface patterns [1, 2]. For the study of biological membranes, LB technique is
used to mimic model biomembranes prepared as monolayers of membrane lipids on aque-
ous subphase [3]. Suchmodels are used to study the functions of complicated biomembranes,
and the interaction of other materials with the real biomembranes [4]. They act as a tool to
understand the life activities in our surroundings. Lipid monolayer at the air–water interface
is often used as a reference system. Additives are then introduced into the system to study the
mutual interaction and the impacts of the additives on the model membrane. This indicates
how the additives affect a real bio-membrane.

The maintenance of pH in cell membrane is a very important issue and usually, in cells
and tissues, phosphate and bicarbonate buffer systemsmaintain intracellular and extracellular
fluids at their optimum (physiological) pH,which is usually close to pH7. Even though the pH
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in the bulk solution in a cell is kept nearly constant, drastic, short-lasting, local pH-changes
can occur at reaction sites. This change in pH locally shifts the phase transition of the lipids [5].

It is well known that thermodynamic variables like pressure, temperature, etc. affect the
phase transition in lipids [6]. For a variety of biological interfaces phospholipidmonolayers at
the air–water interface can act as replicate systems that include the lung surfactant monolayer
[7, 8] and the inner and outer leaflets of cell membranes [9].

Dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) is one of the most common natural phospho-
lipids and a dominant lipid in mammalian lung surfactant [10] as well as a common compo-
nent in a variety of cell membranes. The insoluble DPPCmonolayer at the air–water interface
is an excellent model system to mimic some of the lung surfactant properties, such as the
surface-tension lowering ability during exhalation and the respreading ability during inhala-
tion [11–13]. Surface pressure, surface density, subphase pH, and subphase ionic strength can
be controlled in this model system.

Inhalation of different environmental toxic pollutants and chemicals having extreme pH
values may cause severe lung injuries resulting in lung surfactant inactivation [14]. Acid con-
centrations highly affect the surface activity of DPPC [15]. Thus the knowledge of the surface
activity of DPPC over the entire pH range would help in understanding lung surfactant dys-
function due to aspiration of harmful chemicals or pollutants.

In this study, using a strong fluorescent probe, namely, Rhodamine B (RhB), the effects
of two extreme subphase pH have been studied and compared with that of normal pH on
the adsorption and phase transitions of DPPC–RhB complex Langmuir monolayer and sub-
sequent formation of complex LB film. Under the pH conditions, variations of ionic states
of DPPC and RhB led to the variation of molecular organization in DPPC–RhB complex
monolayer at the air–water interface. This wasmanifested by the structural and topographical
changes of the complex monolayer at the air–water interface as well as also in the LB film.

DPPC is zwitterionic at normal pH [15]. The change in the pH of its solution induces
changes in electrical charge of the membrane due to the variations in acid–base equilibrium
of the groups present in the lipid molecule [16]. Phosphatidycholine (PC) is a compound
which is most frequently used for studying the properties of lipid layers [17]. In highly acidic
solutions, when hydrogen ions are in excess, the acid–base equilibrium is disturbed and PC
cations dominate in the solution. However, in basic solutions, PC has a negative net charge
[18]. Pierrat et al. [19] characterized the titratableamphiphilies in lipid membrane by fluores-
cence spectroscopy and showed no significant variation of fluorescent intensity of DOPC/R18
vesicles over the pH range 3–11 of the bulk. In this context it is to be mentioned that Lucero
et al. [5] discussed in detail a comparison between the structural and topographical char-
acteristics of DOPC and DPPC monolayer considering the effect of hydrocarbon chain and
pH of subphase at the air–water interface. Their results showed that DOPC monolayers are
more expanded than DPPC monolayers because the double bond in the hydrocarbon chain
weakens molecular interaction or packing of hydrocarbon chains of DOPC. In contrast to
monolayers of DPPC, the structure of DOPC monolayers does not depend on the pH. It
has also been mentioned that at pH 9, DPPC molecules remain with a net negative charge
because the second acidic group dissociates at pH = 8.0–8.5 [20]. Caro et al. also reported
the protein displacement phenomenon by DPPC at the air–water interface at pH 9 due to
existence of repulsive interaction between DPPC and β-casein both having a negative net
charge at this pH [21]. Thus it became evident that DPPC response to the pH change of the
subphase.

Based on the nature of interaction of DPPC with suitable cationic or anionic materials
it can be used in molecular electronics [22], biomedical [23, 24] and analytical device [25],
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biochemical reaction control [26], imaging and sensing [27], etc. Bilayer liposomes of DPPC,
having melting temperature slightly above that of human body enable its wide spread appli-
cation for drug delivery [28, 29].

Rhodamine B (RhB) is a titratable fluorescent dye containing carboxylic and aniline moi-
eties. At low pH, the carboxylic and aniline moieties both are protonated and RhB shows
cationic nature. It is zwitterionic in a wide range of pH. At normal pH also the zwitterionic
nature predominates. This has been discussed in details by Moreno-Villoslada et al. in the
report of pH dependent interaction of RhB with a water soluble polyanion [30]. RhB with
its outstanding spectral properties has vast applications in the study of various biological sys-
tems, sensors andmarkers based on thin films, laser technology, in supramolecular chemistry
and in studies of nano-objects [31–33].

Material andmethods

DPPC and Rhodamine B, (purity 99%), were purchased from Sigma chemical company and
were used as received. The chloroform (SRL, India) was of spectroscopic grade and its purity
was also checked by fluorescence spectroscopy before use.

The surface pressure vs. area per molecule (π–A) isotherm characteristics study, in-situ
fluorescence imaging microscopy (FIM) of Langmuir monolayers and LB films preparations
were done using LB film deposition instrument (APEX-2006C, India). Ultra pureMilli-Q
(resistivity 18.2 M�-cm) water was used as the subphase and also for the preparation of
aqueous solution of the dye RhB. The temperature was maintained at 24°C throughout the
experiment.

For the study of pure DPPC isotherms at different pH, 50μL of 1 mM chloroform solution
of DPPC was spread with a micro syringe, on the aqueous subphase of the Langmuir Trough.
The dimension of the Langmuir trough used was 35 cm × 15 cm. The pH of the aqueous
subphase was maintained at different values. After complete evaporation of volatile solvent,
the barrierwas compressed slowly at the rate of 5mm/min to record the surface pressure−area
per molecule isotherms.

To investigate the RhB mixed DPPC isotherms, 500 µL of 1 mmRhB aqueous solution
was mixed into 400 mL of Milli-Q water and sonicated to get uniform mixture and then
the subphase was prepared with this mixture maintaining different pH values as required.
After that 50 μL of 1 mM chloroform solution of DPPC was spread with a micro syringe, on
the RhB mixed aqueous subphase at different pH in the Langmuir Trough. Then it was left
for 1 h to let the adsorption of RhB molecules into the DPPC monolayer be complete. Thus
DPPC–RhB complex molecules were formed at the air–water interface. Surface pressure vs.
area permolecule isothermof this complexmonolayer was studied by compressing the barrier
slowly at the rate of 5 mm/min. Due to the adsorption of RhBmolecules on the DPPCmono-
layer, the surface morphology of the complex Langmuir monolayer at the air–water interface
changed. This was monitored by employing in-situ fluorescence imaging microscope (model:
Motic AE 31) attached with the LB instrument. For the preparation of DPPC–RhB complex
LB films, fluorescence grade quartz substrates were lifted vertically through the subphase
at a speed of 5 mm/min. UV–vis absorption spectra were recorded by UV–vis absorption
spectrophotometer (Lambda 25, Perkin Elmer). Atomic force microscopic (AFM) images of
DPPC-RhBmixed LB films at different subphase pH were taken in air with commercial AFM
system (BrukerInnova). The Si wafer substrates were used for the AFM measurements. The
experiment was performed at room temperature (20°C). Relative humidity was kept under
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Figure . (a) Surface pressure vs. area per molecule (π–A) isotherm characteristics of DPPC monolayer at
(i) normal subphase pH ., (ii) at lower pH . and (iii) at higher pH .. (b) Plot of compressibility (c) for
pure DPPC monolayer as a function of surface pressure (π ) at different subphase pH obtained from the
corresponding (π−A) isotherms.

60% (non-condensing). The AFM images presented here were obtained in intermittent con-
tact (tapping) mode.

Results and discussions

Effect of subphase pH onDPPCmonolayer

Surface pressure–area permolecule (π–A) isotherm characteristics
Figure 1a shows the surface pressure vs area per molecule (π–A) isotherm characteristics of
DPPC monolayer at (i) normal subphase pH (6.8), (ii) at lower pH 1.4 and (iii) at higher
pH 10.6. On pure aqueous subphase, the isotherm of DPPC exhibited a plateau with an initial
lift-off area 1.07 nm2. The plateau originated fromphase co-existence, associated with the first
order phase transition between the liquid-expanded (LE) and liquid-condensed (LC) states.
These characteristic features are same as that reported elsewhere [5].

As can be seen from the isotherm characteristics, pH of the aqueous subphase affected the
organization of DPPC molecules at the air–water interface. The first order phase transition
between LE and LC phases was not as distinct as that of DPPCmonolayer at normal pH. The
lift off area,A0, which represents the maximum distance at whichmonolayer molecules begin
to interact, was found to be almost independent of the aqueous phase pH. At higher surface
pressure both isotherms at lower and higher pH showed less area per molecule in comparison
with normal pH isotherm indicating some orientational changes of DPPC molecules both at
lower and higher pH.

It may be mentioned in this context that the stability of DPPC monolayer was checked at
normal, higher and lower pH by taking the area per molecule vs. time characteristic curve
at a fixed surface pressure (figure not shown). In each case the graph showed a straight line
parallel to the time axis indicating no change in area per molecule with time. It confirmed no
material loss due to submerging of material (DPPC) into the subphase. It may be mentioned
in this context that DPPC concentration was kept far below the CMC of DPPC.

Study of compressibility (C-π) curves of DPPCmonolayer at the air–water interface
at different subphase pH
Compressibility (C) of a monolayer at the air−water interface is an important two dimen-
sional parameter [34] at a given molecular area or surface pressure expressed as C = − (1/A)
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Figure . (A) Surface pressure vs area per molecule (π–A) isotherm characteristics of DPPC-RHB complex
monolayer at (i) normal subphase pH ., (ii) at lower pH . and (iii) at higher pH .. (B) Plot of compress-
ibility (C) for DPPC–RHB complex monolayer as a function of surface pressure (π ) at different subphase pH
obtained from the corresponding (π−A) isotherms.

(dA/dπ), whereA is the area per molecule at the surface pressure π . The inherent phase tran-
sitions of Langmuir monolayer are reflected as peaks in the C–π curve. Figure 1b shows the
study of compressibility of the DPPC monolayer at various subphase pH as calculated from
the isotherms data. At lower surface pressure, isotherm at normal pH 6.8 wasmore compress-
ible than acidic and basic subphase as indicated by the intense peak in the 0–10 mN/m region
in the C–π curve. The higher compressibility at lower surface pressure resulted in the dis-
tinct LE and LC phases at pH 6.8. The compressible nature of DPPCmonolayer at normal pH
decreased rapidly with increasing surface pressure, whereas for the isotherms at both lower
and higher pH, a peak in the C–π curve was observed in between 15 and 22 mN/m surface
pressure indicating phase transition at this surface pressure. This was also evident from the
isotherm characteristic curves. This phase transitionmight lead to some orientational changes
of DPPC molecules in Langmuir monolayer.

Formation of DPPC-RhBmixedmonolayer

Surface pressure–area permolecule (π–A) characteristics
Figure 2a shows the isotherm (π–A) characteristic curves of DPPC-RhB mixed monolay-
ers at subphase pH of 6.8, 1.4 and 10.6, respectively. The lift off area, A0 was found to be
1.07 nm2 for pure DPPC monolayer at the air–water interface. The values of A0 for DPPC
monolayer and DPPC-RhBmixedmonolayers at different pH of the subphase are collected in
Table 1. At normal pH, in presence of zwitterionic RhBmolecules (π–A) isotherms of DPPC–
RhB mixed monolayer showed remarkable features with an initial lift-off area 1.22 nm2. The
increase in the initial lift-off area is a signature of electrostatic adsorption of the water soluble
RhB molecules on the DPPCmonolayer as at normal pH DPPC head groups are zwitterionic
in nature. As the barrier was compressed the gradual phase transitions were observed for the

Table . Lift off area, A for DPPC monolayer and DPPC-RhB mixed monolayers at different pH of the
subphase.

Langmuir monolayerof Subphase pH Ainnm


DPPC . .
DPPC+RhB . .
DPPC+RhB . .
DPPC+RhB . .
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mixed monolayer, although the plateau region for LE–LC phase co-existence was not promi-
nent as that of the pure DPPC. At highly acidic pH of 1.4, the mixed monolayer showed an
initial lift off area of 1.08 nm2 which was almost same as that of the pure DPPC monolayer
at pH 1.4. However, the nature of the two curves does not match exactly due to the presence
of large number of cationic RhB molecules in the subphase which may impose a repulsive
interaction on the DPPC monolayer. Although, same initial lift off area is an indication that
the electrostatic adsorption of RhB molecules onto the DPPC monolayer in acidic subphase
is less probable.

At highly alkaline pH of 10.6, themixedmonolayer shows an initial lift off area of 1.26 nm2

which is slightly greater than that of the mixed monolayer at subphase pH 6.8. It indicates the
most favorable condition for adsorption of RhB molecules on the DPPCmonolayer at higher
pH. At higher pH DPPC molecules have a negative net charge [21]. Thus the RhB molecules
from the aqueous subphase got adsorbed into this DPPC monolayer to a larger extent.

For RhB–DPPC mixed isotherms the subphase was prepared with RhB aqueous solution.
Being water soluble RhB molecules were available in each and every part of the subphase
with almost equal local concentration. The subphase was compressed and expanded several
times before the isotherm characteristics were taken and the change of surface pressure was
observed in the limit of ±0.05 mN/m. This was the reference subphase on which the chloro-
form solution of DPPC was spread. The DPPCmolecules immediately spread at the air water
interface tominimize the surface energy.Depending on the ionic nature the electrostatic inter-
action between DPPC and RhB occurred. The RhB molecules adsorbed on the DPPCmono-
layer thus formed a complex monolayer and contributed to the increase in surface pressure.
There might be some excess RhB molecules in the subphase, but they had no contribution to
the surface pressure. At low pH, RhB and DPPC both being cationic, the adsorption of RhB
onto the DPPC monolayer became less probable. At neutral pH RhB and DPPC both being
zwitterionic, RhB could be adsorbed onto the preformedDPPCmonolayer. At higher pH10.6,
RhB is zwitterionic and DPPC can be present with negative net charge [21]. A. L. Caro et al.
[21] reported the pH effect on β-casein –DPPC mixed monolayers at the air water interface.
They demonstrated that at pH 9, DPPC having a negative net charge interacted more signif-
icantly with β-casein facilitated by the electrostatic repulsion between the two components.
Thus at higher and normal pH the adsorption of RhB onto the DPPCmonolayer was possible
but at lower pH no such interaction occurred.

At higher surface pressure, the area permolecule of all themixed isotherms became smaller
than that of the pure DPPC monolayer at normal pH. This might be due to the fact that as
the barrier was compressed large number of DPPC–RhB complex molecules came in close
proximity and their mutual interaction changed the orientations of the complex molecules at
the air–water interface and thereby reducing the area per molecule at higher surface pressure.

The other possibility was that as the barrier was compressed, some of the molecules might
get lost being dissolved into the subphase. To check this possibility, the stability of the DPPC–
RhB complex monolayers were studied at different pH of the subphase after the completion
of reaction (data not shown). The area per molecule vs. time characteristic curves at fixed
surface pressure showed straight line parallel to the time axis indicating no material loss in
the subphase.

Study of compressibility (C–π) curves of DPPC–RhB complex Langmuir monolayer at the
air–water interface at different subphase pH
Figure 2b shows the study of compressibility of the DPPC-RhB mixed monolayers at various
pH of the subphase as calculated from the mixed compression isotherms. At pH 10.6, the
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Figure . Schematic representation of the adsorption of RhB molecules onto the preformed DPPC mono-
layer and thus formation of DPPC–RhB complex at the air–water interface at various subphase pH before
and after the barrier compression in the Langmuir Trough.

mixed monolayer was more compressible as indicated from the respective C–π curve along
with distinct phase transition region at surface pressure 10–15 mN/m. Thus the most likely
adsorption and organization of RhB molecules on the DPPC monolayer can be attained at
this pH condition.

Schematic presentation

At lower surface pressure area per molecule of DPPC monolayer at normal pH was greater
than the area per molecule at lower pH. At lower pH, DPPC and RhB both being cationic, no
RhBmolecules got adsorbed and as a result no complexmolecule was formed at the air–water
interface. However, at normal pH DPPC and RhB both being zwitterionic, RhB molecules
got adsorbed resulting in the formation of complex molecules. The area per molecule of the
complex was greater and as a result, at normal pH isotherm characteristic showed higher area
permolecule at all surface pressures. This is schematically shown in Fig. 3. At higher pHDPPC
molecule with a negative net charge interacted with zwitterionic RhB molecules and formed
complex molecules and as a result area per molecule also increased.

In-situ fluorescence imagingmicroscopic (FIM) studies

Figure 4 shows the FIM images of the DPPC–RhB complex monolayers taken simultaneously
during compression isotherm studies, at various subphase pH: (a) 1.4, (b) 6.8 and (c) 10.6.
Figure 4a shows almost black image with slight reddish tint that remained almost unchanged
with barrier compression. It indicates that few RhB molecules were available on the surface,
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Figure . In-situ fluorescence imagingmicrographs (FIM) of complex Langmuir monolayer of RhB doped in
DPPC at subphase pH (A) ., (B) . and (C) .. Here the scale bar represents  µm.

whereas in Fig. 4b and 4c distinct crimson red domains were formed due to the association of
DPPC–RhB complex molecules at the air-water interface. With further barrier compression
domains became enlarged in size with distinct boundaries.

RhB is a highly fluorescent dye. The fluorescence spectra of the monolayer DPPC–RhB
complex LB films at normal and alkaline subphase pH showed intense fluorescence (data not
shown). The FIM images of the complex monolayer were distinct. So there was no possibility
of abrupt fluorescence quenching of RhB at the interface.

UV-vis absorption spectroscopic characterizations of DPPC–RhB complex LB films

After the completion of DPPC–RhB complex monolayer formation at the air–water inter-
face, the monolayer was transferred onto the solid substrate to form LB film. Figure 5 shows
DPPC–RhB complex LB films deposited at (i) pH 1.4, (ii) pH 6.8 and (iii) pH 10.6 of the

Figure . UV-vis absorption spectrum of DPPC-RhBmixed LB film deposited at various subphase pH: (A) .,
(B) . and (C) .. The inset figure shows normalized RhB solution and microcrystal spectra.
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Figure . The AFM images of DPPC–RhB complex monolayer LB films prepared at different subphase pH:
(A) pH ., (B) pH . and (C) pH . along with corresponding height profiles.

subphase. The inset Fig. shows the normalised UV-vis absorption spectra of (i) RhB aqueous
solution (1 mm) and (ii) RhB microcrystal. The absorption spectrum of pure RhB in dilute
aqueous solution showed an intense band with peak at 553 nm along with a shoulder at about
515 nm. The 553 nm band is due to the 0–0 absorption and trace of monomer, whereas the
515 nmweak shoulder is assigned to be due to the 0–1 vibronic transition ofmonomer [35]. In
microcrystal absorption spectrum these two bandswere red shifted to 567 and 528 nm respec-
tively. DPPC–RhB complex LB film deposited at pH 6.8 of the subphase, also showed intense
absorption bands with similar spectral profile to that of microcrystal spectrum. This red shift
may be ascribed due to the formation of molecular aggregates in the restricted geometry of
solid surface by closely packedmolecular organizations. The absorption spectrum of complex
monolayer LB film showed very weak intensity when deposited on acidic subphase, whereas
the spectrum showed highest intensity when deposited on alkaline subphase. Another inter-
esting feature to be noted is that there was an additional red shifting of about 8 nm in the
band positions in case of mixed film deposited at pH 10.6. This might be due to the fact
that in highly basic subphase, more closely packed DPPC–RhB complex organizations were
formed.

AFM study

The AFM images of DPPC–RhB complex monolayer LB films prepared at different subphase
pH: (a) pH 1.4, (b) pH 6.8 and (c) pH 10.6 along with corresponding height profiles. Distinct
nano crystalline domains were observed in all the images. Height profile indicated an average
thickness of 2.5 nm for the film prepared at pH 1.4. It is the average thickness of pure DPPC
monolayer reported elsewhere [36]. It supports the thesis that at lower pH, the formation of
complex monolayer became less probable due to the cationic nature of DPPC molecules. At
such lower pH,monolayer LB film consisted of only pure DPPCmolecules. At normal pH 6.8,
being zwitterionic, DPPC interactedwith RhB to form complexmonolayer. At higher pH10.6,
as DPPC has a negative net charge, DPPC-RhB interaction being most probable created the
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most favorable condition for the formation of complex monolayer. Increase in height profile
also supported the formation of complex monolayer at normal and higher pH.

DPPC molecules adopt a conformation with the trimethylammonium and phosphate
groups coplanar at the air water interface [5]. Due to repulsive interaction between the two
cationic monolayer components, the thickness of AFM image at pH 1.4 was almost equal to
that of pure DPPC. At normal pH, zwitterionicRhB got adsorbed onto the DPPC monolayer
at the air water interface resulting in an increased thickness in the corresponding AFM image.
The greater thickness of DPPC–RhB complex LB film was observed at highly basic subphase
because the DPPC molecules were partially submerged in the aqueous subphase in order to
reduce the repulsion betweenDPPC polar head groups [5]. Thus RhB adsorbedmixedmono-
layer showed a little more increase in the measured thickness with respect to that at neutral
pH.

Conclusion

Our results showed that a complex Langmuirmonolayer was formed at the air-water interface
through adsorption of the water soluble RhB molecules onto the preformed DPPC mono-
layer via electrostatic interaction at the air-water interface. The adsorption process resulted
into the formation of DPPC–RhB complex molecules. The adsorption of RhB molecules
on the preformed DPPC monolayer at the air water interface was influenced by the sub-
phasepH. Formation of DPPC-RhB complex monolayer at lower pH became less probable
due to cationic nature of both DPPC and RhB, whereas at normal and higher pH DPPC
remains as zwitterionic and with a negative net charge respectively, resulting in a favorable
condition for the formation of complex monolayer at the air-water interface. Isotherm char-
acteristic studies at different pH clearly indicated the formation of complex monolayer at
normal and alkaline subphase. In-situ FIM images at different subphase pH gave visual evi-
dence of the formation of complex Langmuir monolayer at normal and higher pH. AFM
images along with height profiles also support this thesis. UV-vis absorption spectroscopic
studies of the complex LB films confirmed that the degree of interaction was poor at highly
acidic subphase, while at alkaline subphase of higher pH the degree of interaction became
high.
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